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A STAFF DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE 
AT ROYAL ROADS UNIVERSITY 

1. AFTERTHOUGHT 

"1 wish I had understood this a t  the beginning." So begins the title of a paper 
written by Jennifer Turns (1996) and her colleagues at the Georgia Institute 
of Technology. 1 f i s t  encountered this paper on cornputer technology and 
engineering design courses in late 1996. To this day, 1 still recall r e a h g  
this paper conndently thinking 1 understood all their dilemmas and my 
project's challenges would be different. 

1 began with what 1 felt was a reasonable objective. As a student in Royal 
Roads University's fkst distance education class, 1 had seen the faculty and 
my fellow classmates grapple with the challenges of the distance 
environment and its technology. There was an opportunity for my major 
project to prepare the faculty of a new Masters program in Environment and 
Management for their distance education experience. With a theory about 
collaborative work in hand, 1 embarked on the project described in this paper. 

My questions for this project are: 

1. What can faculty learn about distance education issues when they use the 
students' distance education environment for their own collaborative 
work? 

2. What can the university l e m  about staff development for distance 
education facultg fkom this experience? 

There were many lessons learned, although they were not necessarily the 
ones that 1 had originally expected. Now, fifieen months f i e r  encomtering 
the Turns et al. paper, 1 look back on my major project experience and realize 
that the title of this paper could just as easily be "I wish 1 had understood 
this at the beginning." 



2. BACKGROUND 

2.1 The Problem 

When this project started, Royal Roads University was developing its initial 
modules for the fkst distance learning semesters of a new M.A./M.Sc. degree 
in Environment and Management. 

In August 1997, I had discussions with Dr. David h u e 1  (Information 
Technology), Dr. Tony Boydell (Environment and Management) and Joan 
Mason (Projed Manager for distance module development for the 
Environment and Management program). They told me the key challenge 
encountered by faculty in the development of distance modules was the lack 
of knowledge of, and experience with, cornputer-mediated distance education. 
This meant staff development for those involved with the distance program 
would have to include an emphasis on the following, as they relate to this 
new environment: 

instructional design, 
module facilitation, 
learner evaluation, as well as 
distance learning environments that support the continued evolution of 
the learning community initially developed during the first residency of 
the program. 

It was our belief than an inability to address the challenges of distance 
education design, facilitation, evaluation, and learning community support 
would threaten the success of the universiw as a distance learning site, as it 
would: 

impact the ability of the learner to  meet module outcomes, 
impact the ab- of the university to deliver on program outcomes 
promised, 
impact the ability of staff to engage in continuous learning, 
fail to exploit technical capabilities of the leamer's distance computing 
codguration, and 
affect the ability of the university to provide what qualifies as a world- 
class educational experience. 



2.2 The Opportunity 

For me, the opportunity to work with the M.A./M.Sc. Environment and 
Management facdty on their introduction to distance education was an 
attractive one for the following reasons: 

A sigdicant amount of distance module development was underway at 
the time (eight modules). 

The timeline for delivery aligned well with the major project schedule. 
This meant that there was time available to proceed at a reasonable pace 
while still maintaining a sense of urgency (modules were scheduled to be 
finalized by the end of February 1998). 

Module developers were motivated to learn and had committed time to 
this task, providing a good opportunity to use action research methods 
and practice learn-by-doing for the module developers and me. 1 describe 
action research, the research methodology used on this project, further in 
Section 4.1, Research Methods. Learn-by-doing is a staff developrnent 
approach embodying Knowles's assumption that learning eirents for 
adults should be "organized around life application' categories and 
sequenced according to leamers' readiness to learn" (Brookfield, 1986, 
p.92). A number of staff development approaches are listed in Section 
3.2.2.1, StafFDevelopment Models. 

2.3 The Organization 

Royal Roads University (RRU) is located in Victoria, British Columbia. 
Formerly a Canadian military college, it came into being as a public 
university on June 21, 1995. During its fïrst year of operation, the university 
was part of a joint venture with Camosun College and the University of 
Victoria, which are two other higher education institutions in Victoria. 

In its second year, the university began offering ita own programs. In July 
1996, the universi@ offered its first graduate program, a Master of Arts in 
Leadership and Training. This two year program, which combined short, on- 
campus residency periods with distance education semesters, is now being 
used as a pattern by other post-graduate programs being offered through, or 
currently under development by, the university. 



In September 1996, the university accepted its first undergraduates into the 
B.Sc. in Environmental Science and B.Com. in Entrepreneurid Management 
programs. In 1997, development began on a corresponding graduate degree, 
the MANSc degree in Environment and Management. Many of the faculty 
for the MA,MSc Environment and Management program also teach 
undergraduate level courses at RRU. 

The MAlMSc Environment and Management program is two years in length 
and combines a five-week on-campus residency with distance semesters in 
each of its two years. The fïrst residency for the MA/MSc Environment and 
Management program began in February 1998 and the first distance 
semester of core courses and electives for MA/MSc program started in early 
April 1998. 

Figure 2.1 - Royal Roads University Organization chart and the participants 
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3. DOCUMENTATION REVIEW 

3.1 Review of Organization Documents 

Review of the Royal Roads University 1998-1999 Calendar (Royal Roads 
University, 1998) and discussions with Dr. David Krauel, Dr. Tony Boydell 
and Joan Mason indicate that the curriculum for the M.A and M.Sc. in 
Environment and Management, in addition to addressing specinc 
environmental issues, is generally designed to: 

develop competencies in the area of problem solving, critical thinking and 
leadership includïng team-building and c o d i c t  resolution, 
be market sensitive, relevant, and easily applied to the workplace, 
use a problem-based learning approach for case study materid, and 
At a minimum, expose learners to the Internet to develop their research 
abilitiss. 

As  well, an overall belief that Upeople l e m  what they live" (President's 
Message, Royal Roads University, 1998, p.6) is at the foundation of RRU's 
curriculum. 

When this project began roles and documentation were in the following state. 
The competencies for distance education instnictors, tutors, and facilitators 
had not yet been developed. The Information Technology (IT) department 
was in the process of establishing roles and responsibilities for instructional 
designers, faculty and IT support stafFwith respect to distance module 
development and delivery (Krauel, 1997). The handbook for cornputer 
services focused rnainly on  training for on-campus students. 

3.2 Review of Supporting Literature 

Of particular interest to me were the experiences of others with respect to 
staff development and computer-mediated communications. I was d s o  
interested in malntaining a focus on the key learning themes identified by 
the project sponsors (Le., design, facilitation, evaluation, and learning 
cornmunity). Lastly, 1 wanted to give some attention to the concept of 
"people learn what they live." These interests led me to explore Iiterature in 
three main areas: 



Cornputer-mediated learning design and delivery issues. 

Staff development including staff development models, staff concerns, and 
staff training requirements. 

Collaborative work environments including learning organizations, 
learning organizations and communi~ building, community of practice 
and practitioner support, and staff development in an authentic or real 
world context. 

3.2.1 Cornputer-Mediated Learning Design and Delivery Issues 

In 1996, The American Centre for the Study of Distance Education (ACSDE) 
ran a conference on best practices for distance education computer 
conferencing. The following issues about design and delivery arose with 
respect to faculty and distance education: 

"Cornputer-conferenced instruction necessitates changes in the techniques 
of instruction as well as in the ways instructors interact with and relate to 
students. Institutions should provide faculty development experiences 
that provide training in appropriate techniques and encourage discussions 
of the challenges and benefits of these changes. 

Design of distance instruction is ofken a team, rather than individual, 
effort. Because faculty members are used to operating in a context of 
autonomy, rather than collaboration, institutions will need to establish 
policies that keep the instructor at the center of the design process 
without giving up the benefits of a team approach." (1996) 

3.2.2 Staff Development 

This project addresses the issue of staff development for Royal Roads 
University. In the area of staffdevelopment, 1 specifically wanted to look at 
development models, find a fiamework to  capture staff perspectives, and look 
at distance education training requirements. 



3.2.2.1 Staff Development Models 

Sparks and Loucks-Horsley (1989) propose five models for staff development: 

Individually guided, where individuals pursue their own learning 
activities. 
Observation/assessment, where individuals receive objective data and 
feedback regarding their performance through such techniques as 
evaluation and peer coaching. 
Involvement in a development/improvement process for a more learn-by- 
doing or problem-based model. 
Training through individual or group instruction. 
Inquiry, either individually or in groups, t o  pose questions about their 
practice, gather data, reflect and formulate solutions. Sparks and Loucks- 
Horsley describe how action research, with its phases of planning, acting, 
reflecting and revising, is one technique for implementing the inque 
staff development model. 

The North Central Regional Educational Laboratory (1997) has a 
professional development model consisting of individual reflection, group 
inquiry, and professional practice. Although designed for teachers, it has 
applicability to this project. Individual practitioners engage in five 
overlapping and repeating phases: 

1. acquire new knowledge and generate concepts, 
2. develop a practical understanding of research by observing models and 

examples, 
3. reflect on individual practice given the new understanding, 
4. change one's practice, and 
5. learn with and share practical experiences with colleagues. 

3.2.2.2 Staff Concerns 

The Concems-Based Adoption Mode1 (CBAM) is frequently cited in the 
literature as a starting point for staff development and design of learning 
experiences (McKimon and Nolan, 1989). Hall and Loucks (1978) discuss 
seven levels of concern that may be encountered as people adopt a new 
practice from initial exposure to advanced use: 



awareness 
informational (tell me more) 
personal (how will the practice affect them) 
management (focus on processes and tasks) 
consequence (focus on impact on others) 
collaboration (cooperate with others in implementing practice) 
refocusing (reflect on benefits and generate new alternatives) 

This mode1 was important to me because it gave me a fiamework for tracking 
staffprogress throughout the project. Initidy, 1 wondered to what entent 
this project could help staff understand distance education issues at the 
consequence level. 

3.2.2.3 Staff Training Requirements 

I also looked to the literature to discover what other researchers had 
determined were important development areas for staff. 1 found a number of 
post-secondary institutions had created development programs to help staff 
move to computer-mediated collaborative learning environments. 

Project Empower at Pennsylvania State University (Noel and Brannon, 1997) 
is an example of a situation where an institution phased in instructional 
improvement dong with the associated technology. A central technology 
group aided the institution-wide project. Initial concerns of faculty focused 
on  issues such as roles moving fiom a lecturer to facilitator, determining the 
needs of the student audience, communicating to the students what was 
expected of them, and being able to trust that the students could leam 
material in an arena other than traditional lecture (p. 928). 

A study done by the University of Colorado at Denver (Sherry and Morse, 
1995), revealed that faculty need distance education training covering such 
issues as the use of distance education technology, the selection of media, 
instructional design issues, learner support systems, modification of 
traditional courseware for distance delivery, the co11struction of a distance 
education development and delivery team, management of a high-tech 
classroom, and related policy and management issues. 

I also found the Levels of Use fiamework (Hall et al., 1975) to be relevant. It 
can be used to analyze the adoption of a new technology based on seven levels 
of evolution fkom no knowledge of the innovation through to advanced use: 



non-use, 
orientation to the innovation, 
preparation to use the innovation, 
mechanical use of the innovation (short term focus), 
routine use of the innovation (stable use), 
refïnement of use of the innovation based on needs of clients, 
inkegration of use of the innovation with activities of colleagues, and 
renewal where the user seeks ways to  modify o r  replace the innovation to 
increase impact. 

3.2.3 Collaborative Work Envitonments 

The president of Royal Roads University describes the university as a 
leamhg organization where staff engage in continuous learning (Kelly, 
undated). Senge (1995) describes a learning organization as one where 
people learn in "managerial practice fields" through "performance and 
practice" (p. 51). Rather than focusing on instructional design and learning 
theory, I chose to focus on how collaborative work enWonments can deliver 
Senge's "performance and practice" environment. 

3.2.3.1 Leaming Organizations 

Senge's (1995) learning organization design principles include: 

individuals learn what they want to learn, 
learning often occurs best through play in a practice environment safe for 
experimentation and reflection (echoed by Schank, 1997), 
learning often requires time shifting, such as slowing the Pace to enable 
reflection, taking time out of an activity t o  reflect on practice, or speeding 
up time to project the impact of current decisions into possible futures, 
the practice environment must be as similar as possible to the real 
environment where action occurs, and 
the practice environment must be integrated with the real environment in 
some way for ongoing cycles of reflection, experimentâtion, and action 
(p.51). 

Garvin (1993) describes a learning organization as one that is successfül at 
systematic problem-solving (e-g., hypothesis-generating? hypothesis-testing 
techniques), experimentation, learning fkom past experience, Zearning from 
others, also known as enthusiastic borrowing, and t rh fe r r ing  knomledge. 



3.2.3.2 Leaming Organizations and Community Building 

The final challenge to address was learning communities. Ryan (1995) 
discusses 'learning in community", where people create an environment for 
practicing new patterns for thinking, communicating, and interacting (p. 86). 
For Ryan, this environment is one that promotes collaborative learning 
provided it begins with a shared vision, is designed for collaboration, fosters 
joint experimentation, promotes public reflection, and encourages the 
tendency of members to generate shared insights. 

Gozdz (1995) proposes that learning organizations can be created if 
competence in community building is developed. He believes this requires an 
experience of interconnectedness (the spirit of the community), sustainable 
collective intelligence (creating a whole that is greater than the parts and 
converting it into action), and access to appropriate learning architectures 
(systems and structures that sustain memory and learning over time). An 
example of the collective memory of a community of action researchers a t  
Queen's University is presented on their web site (Action Research at 
Queen's University, 1997). 

3.2.3.3 Community of Practice and Practitioner Support 

One area that is emerging in today's literature is the notion of a "community 
of practice". Wenger (1996) defines a community of practice as people 
engaged in their individual pursuits, interacting with the world and each 
other, and learning through this interaction. Wenger outlines seven 
principles on which this learning is based: learning is inherent in human 
nature, learning is social, learning changes us, learning occurs automatically 
when we engage in practice, communities of practice arise naturally as 
people work together to improve their practice, learning involves dealing with 
boundaries (e-g., boundaries exist between the field of instructional design 
and the field of cornputer technology), and learning is an interplay between 
the local practice and the global (i.e., practitioners worldwide). 

The notion of a community of practice is consistent with the aforementioned 
ASCDE suggestions as well as the learn-by-doing and inquiry models of staff 
development. However, the community of practice concept extends to an 
even more globaI leveI. Bell and Meyer (1997) hypothesize that distance 
learning techniques could be used to sustain cornmunîties of practice. I 
anticipated, time permitting, participants might be able develop their ability 



and understanding to the point that they could converse with other 
practitioners in a virhial conference. 

3.2.3.4 Staff Development in an Authentic Context 

Oliver and Lake (1995) created a successfid learning experience where 
participants learned practical skills and a theoretical understanding of a 
distance education technology using the distance education technology itself 
as the delivery medium. A teaching program involving such instructional 
attributes as knowledge construction, authentic contexts, student-centred 
learning, and collaboration characterized this method of on-campus course 
delivery. They went on to hypothesize that if the learning experience 
modeled a potential collaborative learner environment and participants 
worked with tools afforded the leamer, then the participants would be more 
likely to use collaborative strategies in their own teaching. 



4. RESEARCH CONDUCT 

4.1 Research Methods 

Action research is the methodology 1 chose for conducting the overall project, 
as well as the activities engaged in by the participants during the project. 
Action research is an inquiry strategy developed by Kurt Lewin involving 
repeated cycles of planning, acting, observing, and reflecting (McNZ, 1988). 
In action research, the researcher has an active role in all project phases 
rather than adopting an impartial observer role. 

1 chose action research for this project because it presented an opportunity for 
joint reflection as well as an opportunity to rework activities upon completion 
of the fkst action research cycle. 

During the &st action research cycle planning phase, 1 was conscious of the 
need to work with the project sponsor's key themes of design, facilitation, 
evaluation, and community. In addition, 1 tried to incorporate Kelly's 
suggestion that "people leam what they live." First, 1 decided to focus my 
attentions on helping participants gain an understanding of distance 
education issues. This meant 1 would try to direct participant discourse and 
activities to distance education discussions and experiences as much as 
possible. Second, in an effort to provide a truly lem-by-doing experience, 1 
decided to use the students' distance education environment as my authentic 
environment and have the faculty do some of their module development work 
using this environment. 

I decided 1 would fil1 the facilitator role for all group activities. In order to 
simulate the students' real-world distance environment, 1 decided not to hold 
any face-to-face sessions with the participants but rather conduct the entire 
project fkom a distance. 

In terms of the Levels of Use framework (Hall et al., 1975), 1 wanted to  
provide sufncient opportunities in this project to enable facdty to get past 
the Mechanical Use stage and into early Routine Use stage before they 
started instnicting a distance module. 

Given that my participants were just starting with the technology (level of 
use for computer-mediated communication was Non-use) and taking into 
consideration the CBAiM (Concerns-Based Adoption Model), I decided to 
initially concentrate on the issues of awareness of technology and personal 



communications specific tc a computer-mediated environment. After 
observing the group's success with these items, I planned to move on to more 
advanced topics as outlined by the CBAM. That is, addressing personal time 
management issues would precede issues related to the distance learning 
environment. 

Table 4.1 - OveMew of environment for project participants 

Objective 

Techniques/ 
Activities 

Tools 

Gain understanding of distance education issues 
-- --- 

Collaborative v~ork environment and collaborative 
leam ing activities 

RRU student distance education environment: 
Intemet-based electronic mail 
Intemet-based asynchronous conferencing 
Intemet-based asynchronous chat 
Intemet-based bulletin board-like tools for sharing 
book citations and web sites (anonymous) 
Telephone 
Mail and Courier (not used in this project) 

4.2 Researcher's Personal Philosophy 

"AU genuine education comes about through experience." (Dewey, 1938, p. 13) 

Before presenting the results of action research, it is important to identi& the 
biases of both the researcher and the participants. On this project, 1 was the 
researcher, the project manager, and the facilitator. This means that 1 was 
both obseming and monitoring progress against the dehed schedule, and 
facilitating the evolution of the online environment and its use. 

The use of technology to facilitate learning is a subjed area near and dear to 
my heart. 1 believe that improvements in technology will continue to erode 
those barriers to learning concemed with tirne, place, and cost. 1 also believe 
technology always brings with it some limitations and constraints. However, 
understanding the nature of those limitations and constraints is the h t  step 
towards applying technology creatively in order to build effective learning 
environments. 1 believe in this field historical research and experiences are 
just the beginning. The research is so diverse and so dependent on how 
technology, as a tool, is applied in a specific circumstance that 1 find it 



difEcult to draw parallels to my own experiences at  the technology level. 1 
6nd there is more correlation at the leaming level. 

To a large extent, the approaches taken during this project and the actions 
taken at key decision points reflect my own personal philosophy. However, 1 
do draw on Dewey's (1938) concepts of teaching to sumrnarize my philosophy 
of the ideal learning environment. Dewey's principles center on experience, 
democracy, continuity, and interaction (Knowles, 1990). My own personal 
bias toward collaborative learning enWonments leads me to focus on 
providiog situations where learners merge their experiences in a way that 
lets them continually build on their own and their colleagues' knowledge in a 
humane and democratic m u e r .  

1 believe, for effective learning to occur, people need to practice. However, 
this practice must be grounded in some concrete experience that is relevant 
to an individual's reai-world situation. Far me, as a researcher, providing the 
conditions for this experience is key. To be relevant, 1 established the project 
constraint that the environment to be experienced by the participants and 1 
be no more capable than the existing RRU distance learning environment 
experienced by its students. 

1 believe that leamers must help to shape their learning environment. As a 
researcher, creating a project design that allowed foi participant input and 
that adapted to meet their needs to the greatest amount possible was 
important. However, 1 limited the amount of shaping that could be done by 
imposing the aforementioned corntra.int. 

'The principle of continuity of experience means that every experience both 
takes up something fkom those which have gone before and modifies in some 
way the quality of those which corne aRef  (Dewey, 1938, pp. 27-28). In the 
case of this project, 1 brought to the tabla my own experiences as well as my 
interpretation of the experiences of m y  classmates as we completed the first 
distance modules at RRU. Upon project completion, the project participants 
were moving on to lead the first residency and distance modules for a new 
graduate program at RRU. The opportunity to be first a distance education 
student and then a distance environment facilitator was, for me, an 
experience that changed my thinking. 1 know for some of the participants, 
thk experience, in turn, infiuenced the design of the residency and distance 
modules for the new program. 



Finally, it is important to me that we al1 learn together. 1 wanted to see 
participants move on to their own experimental cycles rather than looking to 
me for concrete solutions and answers. On this project, I was moving fiom 
kowing  that" to "knowing how" (Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986) and certainly 
not trying to put myself forward as an dl-knowing expert. As Dewey so aptly 
put it when he discussed his principle of interaction, "The plan in other 
words, is a cooperative enterprise, not a dictation" (1938, p.85). 

In keeping with the problem-based approach practised by the university, 1 
chose a learn-by-doing approach for this project. As it happens, this is also 
m y  own preferred mode of learning which is, no doubt, why I was drawn to 
both RRU and the action research method. 

The results fkom the aforementioned ACSDE conference demonstrated to me 
the importance of providing an environment where faculty could share their 
experiences. It is interesting to note that m y  own biases surface here as well. 
My second most preferred mode of learning is listening to the stories and 
experiences of others. These stories have the most relevance for me when I 
understand the basics of the situation because of some prior learn-by-doing 
experience and can now interpret a story or experience within that context. 

1 felt that using the students' distance environment would most readily 
address the need for the learning environment to be similar to that found in 
the real-world environment. My personal need for refiection, yet another 
reason why 1 chose action research, also contributed to my decision to situate 
the project in this distance environment with its use of asynchronous 
computer-mediated communications. The asynchronous nature of the 
environment would slow the Pace to the rate a t  which people connected and 
contributed rather than allow the rapid exchange possible in face-to-face 
encounters. This would provide many opportunities for reflection before 
responding or  reacting. 

From an ethical standpoint, it was quite important to me to respect the 
privacy of the participants and ensure that permission was received fkom 
individuals before quoting them. In those cases where similar concerns 
among participants were identified, 1 asked permission before sharing this 
information. 1 feel very strongly that correspondence is personal and, as 
such, did not furward correspondence to other parties. This practice became 
especially important when it was time to receive the electronic mail results of 
the final questionnaire. As it was impossible for respondents to remain 
anonymous, the onus was on me to respect and protect privacy. 



1 believe action research has a role in the corporate as well as the higher 
education setting. As a discipline where one sets out to work on a problem, 
gets to a certain point in time or progress, reflects on results, and then makes 
adjustments, action research can bring value to a variety of settings. 1 
viewed my experience on this project as a great opportunity to practise this 
approach. 

4.3 Data Gathering Tools 

The CBAM (Concerns-Based Adoption Model) was used to help participants 
articulate their concerns regarding distance education and their experiences 
with online discussion groups. The results of this inquiry, A~aendiK B, were 
used to direct a second action research cycle between December and January. 

In addition, the Levels of Use fiamework (Hall et al., 1975) was used to 
assess each participant's level of development in using cornputer-mediated 
communication discussions (Amendix B). 

An e-mailed questionnaire, Ap~endix C, was used to help participants reflect 
at the end of the acting phase of the final action research cycle. 

1 tracked the following communications statistics: 

e-mail correspondence between the individual participants and me, 
e-mails sent to the whole group by me, 
postings to discussion groups and other online resources, by individual, 
telephone calls made by me to individuals, and 
face-to-face meetings between the participants and me. 

Statistics were not available on individuals who read the discussion group 
postings but did not post themselves, a practice known a s  Yurking." 
However, participants were asked to volunteer this information in the final 
questionnaire. 



4.4 Study Conduct 

Table 4.1 - Project Action Research cycles 

Stage 

Plan 

Act 

First Action Research Cycle 

Seps Taken 
-- - -  - 

August 1997: I hold meetings with the project sponsor and 
representatives fiom Environmental Programs to develop project 
scope and proposal. 

September 1997: First residency for Environment and 
Management program is delayed four months. Start of &st 
distance module is also delayed. Participants who are on 
contract to the University have their contracts adjusted 
accordingly . 
September - October 1997: Project is slow to start. It is 
difficult to get attention using electronic mail. 1 decide to hold a 
face to face kickoff meeting at  the end of October t o  introduce the 
project and gain cornmitment. 

October 22,1997: Letter of agreement is signed by Project 
Sponsor and kickoff meeting with participants is held on 
campus. 1 discover who the participants will be and meet them 
the same day. The length of the interaction experience is set at 
12 weeks to  simulate a distance semester. 

- - - - .  

October 29,1997: Anita DiMaio, Lnfonnation Technology 
department, conducts half-day hands-on training session at 
RRU. The session is designed to teach comecting to the 
Internet, web page access and use of discussion group 
technology. The web page outline appears in Appendix A. 1. 

October 29 to December 5,1997: Participants post messages 
in discussion groups and interact with me via electronic mail. 
Two concurrent activities are underway: a general discussion 
about distance learning, as well as discussion around whether to 
hold regular weekly meetings online o r  face-to-face. Chaos 
quickly ensues. 1 turn down a request for a face-to-face meeting 
with the participants in the second week of November in order to 
maintain the simulated distance leaniing environment. 
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November 17 to December 5,1997: 1 contact all participants 
by telephone to arrange and conduct interviews. Participants 
are asked to describe their project prior knowledge, concerns 
about distance education in general and, specifically, their 
concerns about computer-mediated discussion. Andysis of 
participant postings is used to assess Level of Use. 

November 17 to December 5,1997: 1 reflect on experiences to 
date and interview results. Participants' responses are mapped 
to the CBAM model. General concerns about the project's 
progress are itemized. 

-- 

Second Action Research Cycle 

November 24 to December 5,1997: Working with Anita 
DiMaio, 1 redesign activities to  address participants' demand for 
more structure. Highly stmctured learning activities are 
specified. The web page is redesigned to clarify the purpose of 
the various discussions (Appendix A.2). 

December 1,1997 - January 28,1998: New discussions are 
launched. Activity drops off signincantly due to undergraduate 
end of term, the holiday season, commencement of new 
undergraduate term and preparation for the first residency. 

Jmuary 12,1998: RRU MA. Leadership and Training 
instructor and student distance education experiences 
discussions begin. Dr. Tammy Dewar provides instructor 
experiences and 1 provide student experiences. 

January 28 - 30,1998: 1 hold face-to-face interviews in Victoria 
with David Krauel (Information Technology), and Dr. Tony 
Boydell and Joan Mason (Environment and Management 
program) 

January 28 to February 16,1998: Participants complete 
electronic questionnaire reflecting on whole project experience. 

1 develop the final project report. 



4.5 Study Findings 

1 undertook this project to help manage the expectations of the RRU faculty 
as they were about to embark on their first distance delivery experience. 
However, in the course of this project, 1 discovered a whole realm of faculty 
expectations that 1 had not even considered. This section describes the 
observations of all  the study participants including me. 

4.5.1 Cornputerinediated Learning Design and Development 

The following issues were identined for the design of participant interaction. 

Productivity in online environment? 1 tried to find a target group where 
technology could fidfill a legitimate need. 1 discuss this further in Section 
7.1.4, Research Design under the heading "Gratuitous Use of Technology." I 
had not given due consideration to the fact that participants were all within 
local phone calling range of each other, could meet face-to-face on campus, 
and hdf had offices at the university. 1 was the only participant who was out 
of province and required a long distance telephone cal1 to contact zhe others. 
Similar to the Tums et al. situation, where the online learning environment 
was even more highly functional than the one on this project, many 
participants very quickly demonstrated their preference for meeting face-to- 
face over using a technology-based environment. It was a tremendous 
challenge to find ways to prepare them to work in an environment where, for 
47 weeks of the year, communication with their learners would take place 
predominately fiom a distance. 

Large group or small groups? Participants found the initial online 
environment confusing. Because 1 chose to do CBAM data collection after the 
first experiences with technology outside of the training session, 1 did not 
know participants well enough to divide them up by like interests. 
Consequently, 1 initially leR them as a large group but created a few 
discussion groups in the hope of attracting people according to their interests. 
Aner the CBAM interviews, it was clear that participants found the large 
group experience to be quite chaotic. In response, activities for smaller 
groups were introduced as part of the web page redesign. 

How many discussion areas to start? 1 chose to start with four discussion 
areas: a test area, one on general theory and practice, one to support the 
participants' experiment with online meetings, and one for developrnent of 
distance module content. However, many people found the web page, 



Amendix Al, contained insdlicient instructions to guide people to a 
discussion of interest. Therefore, postings at times had a random qualiw. 
A~oendix A.2 shows the second web page design, which included additional 
instructions, a description of the discussion's purpose, and a description of 
the leamhg design demonstrated by the discussion activity. Additional web 
pages, not shown, with guidelines, were also provided to explain some of the 
more complex activities. 

What participants' learning styles did this experience appeal to? 
Although there was no formal examination of individual learning styles, 
some clues were provided in the h a 1  questionnaire responses (A~pendix C ,  
Question 15). The most preferred leaming approach (40% fïrst choice, 60% 
second choice) was characterized by formal, face-to-face training ranging fiom 
2 t o  3 days in total, over short or extended periods of time. This was followed 
by self-study completed within the learner's own schedule (20% first choice, 
20% second choice). The third most preferred approach was a learn-by-doing 
distance education experience (20% first choice, 10% second choice). It was 
clear from the results that the experimental, learn-by-doing, asynchronous 
approach undertaken by this project was unlikely to align with al1 the 
participants' learning preferences. 

4.5.2 Cornputer-mediated Learning Delivery 

4.5.2.1 Environment: Using the RRU Distance Leaming Environment for a 
Faculty Community of Practice 

As soon as participants were able to c o ~ e c t  to the online environment, some 
began expressing concerns about it to me. In particdar, these comments 
reflected the inability of the online environment t o  meet an individual's 
communication preferences. The following quoted comments came fkom the 
initial CBAM telephone interviews and reflect the Ends of problems 
participants were encomtering. 

Y don% know what the lurkers are thinking." Some participants found 
il; Eustrating that they codd not tell who had read their messages, who had 
visited the ordine environment recently, who had never visited and what 
others thought of their messages. This hstration was compounded for those 
participants who were more cornfortable seeing facial expressions and 
hearing the tone of voice of someone with whom they were communicating. 
Others commented that these deficiencies made the online environment feel 
unsafe. These are common criticisms. 



On the other side, Yurking takes tirne!" In terms of participation, 33% 
did not participate after the initial training session, 9% lurked and did not 
post, 33% primarily lurked but did some posting and 25% primarily posted 
but did some lurking (A~pendix C, Question 9). Interestingly, those who 
primarily lurked and did some posting found the time it took to read others' 
messages impacted the tirne they had remaining to  post a response. Without 
access to the technology enabling us to track who had read what messages, a 
group solution to recognize lurkbg as participation did not emerge. 

Y can't delete, edit or archive discussion group messages that 1 
authored." In the student environment, this restriction makes sense because 
discussion group information is kept for one year t o  be used as evidence when 
or if students challenge grades. However, in a faculty collaborative 
environment some participants felt that this was, in fact, a restriction, not a 
benefit. There was no opportunity to  correct spelling, wording, or formatting 
aiter a message had been posted. If a message was posted to a discussion 
group in error, there was no facility to delete the message and repost. In 
general, some participants saw discussion groups as a form of publishing and 
questioned what privacy guidelines applied in an academic setting. For 
example, could a posting be quoted in an academic paper? If so, how could 
the author indicate the validity of the posting? 

rt's like being in a room where everyone is talking at once." A 
number of participants commented on the feeling of chaos in the initial online 
experience. They felt the environment was too unstmctured and discussion 
was not focused. Having two discussions, one moderated by me, and one 
moderated by Joan Mason, plus a test environment underway simultaneously 
compounded this. This problem was even further compounded by what some 
felt were confusing instructions on the web page. 

Structured or unstructured? 1 had chosen not to impose any structure on 
online communications but rather let participants experiment, dealing with 
concerns as they arose. Moreover, arise they did, very early into the project. 
Unfortunately, 1 had not anticipated my being at a distance might actually 
make me unaware of these concerns. The participants were in voice and face- 
to-face communication with each other but 1 had not developed a high enough 
profile at that point in the project to intercept and deal with these concems. 
While 1 was cornfortable with the number of slmultaneous threads of 
conversation, participants were not yet ready to deal with the volume of 
postings. 



Confushg Environment. Some people found it difncult to get to the 
online discussions due either to technical problems or confushg instructions. 
Three different approaches could be used to gain access to the same electronic 
discussion groups (e.g., the local RRU Office System, a web-based version of 
the local system available through Internet Explorer and Netscape 
Navigator, and a newsgroup reader facility via Netscape o r  Microsoft News) 
and each had different features, problems, and tenninology (A~pendix C, 
Question 4). 

4.5.2.2 Contact with Researcher 

1 did send a great deal of personal e-mail to participants acknowledging their 
comments and addressing concerns that came to my attention. In general 
the comments I received suggests that contact by personal e-mail was 
thought to be just about right (Amendix Ca Question 14). However, some 
participants commented that they would have preferred I had used persona1 
e-mail rather than group e-mail in circumstances where 1 was trying to 
encourage participation or announce changes that were only for the benefit of 
specinc participants. 

I was surprised to find out that one third of the participants thought 1 should 
have made more telephone contact (Appendix C, Question 14). 1 telephoned 
everyone at  least once and, in cases where I f i s t  made an appointment to c d  
for an i n t e ~ e w ,  1 called twice. As al1 the project participants were busy 
professionals, 1 was trying to minimize contact time. It is interesting to note 
that both on-campus and off-campus facule requested more telephone 
contact. 

In addition, one third of the participants thought 1 should have been present 
in person throughout the project (A~pendix C, Question 14). This was a hard 
decision for me. During the third week of the project, it became clear to Joan 
Mason and 1 that some action needed to occv to get the project on track. 
Joan recommended a face-to-face session on campus. I was in Calgary at the 
t h e  and could have reworked my schedule t o  make an emergency visit. 
However, 1 decided that maintaining the simulated distance environment 
was paramount. 1 knew that these mini-crises would occur in the faculty's 
own distance modules and decided that it was inportant to let them 
experience the situation for themselves. Unforhuiately, about two weeks 
later, participation dropped off dramatically, due to workload pressures 



reIated to yearend, Christmas and new term startup, as well as technology 
problems. 

Finally, one third of participants thought I should have sent more group e- 
mail (A~pendix C, Question 14). This, too, was a surprise. As busy people, 1 
was certain they did not need their mailboxes further loaded down. For their 
convenience, 1 had also tried to determine each person's preferred e-mail 
address (RRU, home or work) and was directîng e-mail to that location using 
my own distribution list, rather than the address list provided by the 
university. Only one person felt their preference was not used. 

4.5.2.3 lnteracting with the Information Technology department 

Usefulness of Information Technology Training Session. Eighw-three 
percent of the participants attended a half-day training session in late 
October (Ap~endix C, Question 1). Of the attendees, 80% had ditlnculty 
remembering what they had learned when they returned to their office 
(Ap~endix C, Question 2). 

m e n  1 have a problem, who do 1 contact, when will 1 hear back, and 
how will 1 know it's been fixed?" This question summed up a number of 
comments 1 received back fiom participants. People were uncertain of whom 
to  c d  when they had a problem. When they leR a message for the 
Information Technology support people, they were not sure if three days was 
too long to wait for a response. They were not sure if calling a second or third 
time would help or  hinder the process. Two on-campus participants had 
problems where they were not sure if the Information Technology staff had 
tried to & the problem, if the problem was now considered resolved, or if the 
problem was unresolvable. Participants tried calling or e-mailing those 
people in Information Technology they knew but this only semed to delay the 
established problem resolution procedure. 1 found that when 1 used the Help 
Desk route, 1 received timely telephone call-backs and follow-up by e-mail or 
phone to confbm problem resolution. At the time of this project, the 
Information Technology department was investigating problem-tracking 
s o h a r e  and looking at the improvement of problem-resolution procedures. 

Usefulness of Handbook. An unsolicited comment fkom one participant 
pointed to the use of the RRU Microsoft Windows 95 Handbook to augment 
training. This handbook, developed by the Information Technology 
department, contains material helpfid to students and faculty using on- 



campus computer equipment and locally connected to the RRU network. 
Some parts are also usefbl to the distance student or faculty member. 

4.5.3 Staff Development 

4.5.3.1 CBAM and Levels of Use 

As shown in Appendix B, the key concerns at the time that the CBAM 
interviews were conducted, spanned Stages 2 to 5 (Personal, Management, 
Consequence and Collaboration). This can be attributed to the experience 
level and mix of participants (i. e., participants were program administrators, 
instructors and instructional designers, and some participants had al1 three 
responsibilities). In terms of prior knowledge, a few participants had 
experience with "listsrvs", large group electronic distribution lists providing 
mdimentary discussion group capabilities. 

At the same time as the CBAM interviews were conducted, I assessed Levels 
of Use by looking a t  al1 participation in al1 discussion groups, including the 
test discussion. AU participants were at  Level III, Mechanical Use, o r  Level 
TVA, Routine Use. 

4.5.3.2 "1 Iearned ..." 

At the end of the project, I asked participants what they had learned about 
distance education issues and discussion groups (Appendix C, Question 8). 
They had the following to Say: 

Y was amazed at the amount of time needed to participate, 
[and] the number of technical glitches that arise." 

Joan Mason 

"Faculty need time for an exercise like this." 
Steve Gnindy 

'T learned to be a bit more patient and t o  realize that most of us 
have some problems o r  questions a t  some point or another. 1 
also saw the potential of being able to have a conversation 
without everyone having the same time slot available or even 
the same amount of time available. However, it is my 
impression that the discussion needs to be less complex than 
face to face conversation. 1 suspect that the background reading 



that learners do is very important to the depth of the 
discu~sion." 

Ann Hillyer 

"...the learner's perspective including its trials and tribulations." 
BU Dushenko 

Till be critical to test this out with students while they are on 
campus to ensure that (1) they have tried this out successfully; 
(2) student/facdty 1Uiks are in place." 

Tony Hodge 

Other participants, who prefer not be quoted directly, commented that they 
learned about the drawbacks to, and benefits of, discussion groups, gained an 
understanding of the learneis perspective, and gained awareness of module 
design and staff development issues. 

4.5.4 Collaborative Work Environments 

4.5.4.1 Community of Practice: 'What is this anyway?" 

"As we gain experience with real delivery, the usefulness of the 
"community of practice" discussion will greatly increase." 

Tony Hodge 

The concept of "community of practice" was hard for some participants to 
understand. Some participants saw the benefit (Amendix C, Question 11, 
36%) and potentid ( A ~ ~ e n d i x  C, Question 18, 50%) while others expressed a 
preference for a structured course and commented on the lack of clarity 
around goals for this experience. 

When asked if restricting the cornmunity of practice to  just electronic 
correspondence (e-mail, web page and discussion group postings) was too 
limiting, 41% responded ?esn (Amendix C, Question 12). Tony Hodge 
thought "A start-off seminarlworkshop/meeting that brings people face-to-face 
in the first instance would make an enormous difference t o  follow-up 
communication in an electronic media." Ann Hillyer thought, "A conversation 
or two among the participants while the learning curve is steep might be 
helpfid ." 



When asked if the community of practice idea has any value for the 
participant and their colleagues in the future, 50% of participants responded 
?es" (Aooendix C, Question 18). Even Bîll Dushenko, who, after the first few 
weeks, had technical problems for the remainder of the project, tempered his 
positive response with "provided 1 can get access to discussion groups in the 
fhture !" 

4.5.4.2 Time: "If it was worthwhile, I'd make time" 

During this experience, time was the greatest frustration for 42% of the 
participants ( A ~ ~ e n d i x  C, Question 16). This included "timing," " t h e  
required," "nnding tirne," and "value for time invested." For example, the 
timing of the experience negatively impacted participation levels for 45% of 
participants ( A ~ ~ e n d i x  C, Question 10) with 27% of participants being so 
busy that they had no preferred tirne. The university did not allocate this 
experience any staff development time and participation was voluntary. 
Therefore, time was precious for participants and in short supply. One 
participant suggested that a better time for this experience would have been 
when faculty were coping with actual problems rather than simply 
anticipating problems with distance module delivery. 

Verbally, some participants told me that they had resorted to a strategy of 
blocking off a fked amount of time each week to  dedicate to this project, but 
often this time was consumed trying to resolve technical problems. When 
individuals were connected, the lack of focus, relevance and practicality of the 
content (Appendix C, Question 10 and 17) fiustrated some. 

Overall, I know participants invested a great deal of time in this project, 
although much was invisible as the electronic discussion group participation 
reveals only posting and not the total time spent in the discussion groups. In 
addition, participants spent time attending training sessions, corresponding 
with me via private e-mail and in one-on-one phone conversations, lurking, 
overcoming or trymg to overcome technical problems, in face-to-face meetings 
with other participants, completing questionnaires, and composing and 
posting discussion group contributions. This concern with time was obvious 
in Tony Hodge's comment, T m  limited though, by a sense that an enormous 
amount of time can be wasted lurking!" 

My original objective was to focus on timeshifking and convenience, with 
some limited focus on doing more with less. I wanted to take advantage of 
Burge's (1994) benefit to students of asynchronous conferencing: fkees 



participants £kom time constraints. Unfortunately, the benefits of this 
approach were outweighed by the participants' perception of poor time- 
effectiveness and poor value or return for time invested. For example, they 
found the onlùie meeting experiment in early November 1997 was not a 
tirnesaver (Ap~endix C, Question 10,67%) although they eommented that a 
number of factors contributed t o  this lack of tirne-effectiveness including lack 
of agenda, inexperience with technology, technical problems, and low 
participation rate. 



5. RESEARCH RESULTS 

5.1 Study Conclusions 

Reflecting on the study experience took me a long time. First, I exarnined the 
final questionnaire results, and then 1 looked for similar experiences in the 
literature. Essentially 1 found if a participant's preferred learning style was 
learn-by-doing, then they generally found the experience to some extent to be 
worthwhile and informative. However, there was a great deal of evidence 
that most of the other participants had been disedranchized in some way. 

1 started looking for what 1 might have missed in my design, assumptions, o r  
approach. This is what 1 wish 1 had understood from the beginning. 

5.1.1 Cornputer-mediated Learning Design and Delivery 

5.1 .l -1 One Hundred Percent Web-based too Ambitious 

First, it appears that my strategy of a 100%, or as close as 1 could get, 
distance education experience may have been overly ambitious given my 
experience level at the thne of the study. "Very few educators have the t h e ,  
ability or support to move directly to a class that is totally web-based. For 
most educators building a web-based curriculum is a gradua1 process that 
starts small and gradually expands as experience, expertise and comfort with 
the environment increase" (McCormack and Jones, 1998). On reflection a 
strategy similar to that recommended by three of the participants, blending 
face-to-face workshops with distance education activities, would have been 
more appropriate. 

5.1 .1.2 Herzberg's Hygiene Factors 

As a person with a 20-year career in Mormation Technology, 1 tend to 
overlook the deficiencies of an online environment because for so many years 
1 have simply had to make do with whatever is available. 1 forget that, for 
people whose interests lie elsewhere, an online environment has to have a 
variety of characteristics before it is considered even minirnally workable. 

Herzberg's Hygiene Factors (Hersey et al., 1996) are those factors that when 
present prevent dissatisfaction with circumstances (he also refers to these 
factors as maintenance factors). Hygiene factors are precursors to Herzberg's 
motivators that inspire performance excellence. Hygiene factors include 



"policies and administration, supervision, working conditions, interpersonal 
relations, money, status, and security" (Ibid, p. 78). In the case of this 
project, some hygiene factors were absent resdting in dissatisfaction. 

One of the concerns about the online environment was privacy. To Herzberg, 
this is a hygiene factor related to security. 1 did not make it clear to the 
participants who had access to the online environment, who could lurk within 
this environment, and how information would be used outside of my project. 
However, 1 did make it clear 1 would not be quoting online postings in my 
final report. It is obvious t o  me now that, because of the universi@ setting, I 
should have solicited agreement fiom Information Technology, the academic 
department, and the participants, on the policy with respect to privacy and 
the use of online material during and after the project. Because the student 
postings are kept for a period and can be recalled by authorized people, i t  
would be important to establish different but appropriate consensus 
guidelines around a fat* forum. For a community of practice to succeed, 1 
now realize these guidelines are critical and go part of the way to addressing 
Herzberg's policies and administration, and security factors. 

As this paper goes on to explore, 1 think that some of Herzberg's other 
maintenance factors are also key to understanding the results of this project 
specifically 'honef' (compensation for staff development) and %orking 
conditions" (glitch-fkee access to the online environment and minimization of 
time pressures). 

5.1.2 Staff Development 

Murphy and Terry (1995) idenSed five impediments to faculty a t  a 
particular university adopting educational technologies: tirne, reward system 
for faculty who adopt the technology, technical support, equipment cost, and 
design of facilities for using the technology. 1 became exposed to the time, 
reward system, technical support and design factors during this study. 1 
cannot speak to the cost factor. 

Many of the project participants felt the return on invested time was 
negative. Ideally staff development should be situated in Covey's Quadrant 
II "important but not urgent" (Covey et al., 1994). However, 1 have already 
identified a number of factors that caused it to become "not important, not 
urgent." Examples of these factors include perceived Iack of relevance and 
value, t h e  invested overcorning technology problems, time required to 
participate, and immediacy of need (e.g., participants were either not 



instructing a distance module a t  all, instructing one of the first distance 
modules, or Instructing a distance module a t  a later time). 

As 1 mentioned earlier, 1 became very conscious of the thne factor during this 
study. Further investigation revealed that the reward system must also be 
linked to time. Clark (1992) cites survey results fkom two research 
universities where the majority of f a c e  respondents believed that "the 
rewards and recognition for the time and effort of preparing for teaching with 
technology were inadequate, and that face-to-face classroom instruction was 
the most effective way to teach." 1 read this comment before starkg m y  
study but did not Mly understand the implications for my own tirne- 
pressured participants. 

5.1 -3 Collaborative Work Environments 

5.1.3.1 Gratuitous Use of Technoiogy 

Turns et al. (1996) created a high-functioning online learning environment 
for undergraduate students at  the University of Georgia. However, they soon 
discovered it was essentially unused, not because of technology shortcomings, 
but because the students, who were attending classes on campus fidi time, 
found it more convenient to meet in person rather than use the computer- 
mediated environment. In this instance, the researchers learned that 
technology did not add any value to the students' learning experience. This 
tumed out to be an important lesson. 

In a similar fashion, my project was hampered by the gratuitous use of 
technology (Le., where technology is used for technology's sake, not because it 
is the most effective medium). 1 knew this was a pitfall to avoid and thought 
1 had been very careful in ensuring participants would be motivated to use 
the online environment. 1 knew that fewer than half the participants were 
on campus and of those instructing distance modules only half were located 
on campus. In addition, those who were located off-campus had busy 
schedules as consultants, professionals, or faculty a t  other universities. It 
was my feeling that a computer-mediated environment could help Save the 
participants travel time and minimire the need for scheduled meetings. 

Once into the study, however, 1 discovered the participants, with the 
exception of me, could readily meet each other in person, as they were all 
located within the same city. 1 also learned that they preferred meeting in 
person. 1, in my effort to simulate the RRU distance education environment, 



elected to remain at a distance. For al l  types of interaction, except for 
communication between participants and me, collaborating face-to-face or 
using the telephone was more convenient for the participants than using the 
computer-mediated environment. 

My belief in the convenience of the online environment did not make any 
allowances for technology problems that might be encountered. AU the off- 
campus participants were trying to connect fkom home or off-campus office 
computers, a practice that was sornetimes fkaught with technical difnculties. 
Some, in hstrat ion,  resorted to visiting the campus to connect to the online 
environment after work hours eliminating the convenience possible in a 
cornputer-mediated environment. 

5.1.3.2 Technology Problems: Caught between a Rock and a Hard Place 

There are always technology problems in computer-mediated environments; 
the complexity of the environment as well as the varied cornputer literacy of 
the participants make it inevitable. 1 have evidence of this fkom both my 
personal experience and fiom the literature on this subject (Weisenberg and 
Hutton, 1996 and Burge, 1994). However, in the case of this project, 1 
estimated a worst-case scenario where technology problems would be 
resolved within a month f i e r  training had taken place. By that time, RRU 
staff and students of another distance Masters program would have been 
using the environment for two solid months. With this in rnind, I made a 
conscious effort not to get too involved in the resolution of technical problems 
as 1 knew this was a potentially tirne-consuming activity that could also 
interfere with the Idormation Technology department's problem resolution 
process. However, when I touched base with some of the participants at  the 
half-way point and at  the end of the twelve weeks, 1 found they were eager to 
make some progress but extremely hs t r a t ed  by their inability to resolve 
various connection problems. Participants reflect their frustration with their 
lack of progress in participant comments gathered by the h a 1  questionnaire 

1 thought the process in place for the resolution of technology problems was 
well understood but 1 found some participants were unaware of who to 
contact and how to get help, how long to expect to wait for a cal1 back, who 
was responsible for ïepair, how long it would take to diagnose the problem, 
the frequency with which the problem could reoccur, and their own 
responsibility, if sny, for problem reporting and follow-up. 



Should 1 have become more involved in the resolution of technicd problems 
fi-om a management perspective? I believe that it would have certainly been 
inappropriate to pursue hands-on repaîr. As a facilitator, should 1 have made 
it my responsibility t o  ensure that everyone could get connected, or is what I 
did more appropriate to the exercise at hand, namely, ask participants to use 
the same channels available to them as would be available to their students 
and let them learn for themselves what works and what does not? 1 still have 
not resolved this dilemma in my own mind. 1 think we have to ask ourselves 
where the respomibility of the instructor or facilitator begins and ends. 

5.1.3.3 Value of Cornmunity of Practice Theory 

When it was time for participants to assess the value of the community of 
practice theory to their situation, 1 was quite surprised that half of them saw 
value in the concept ( A ~ ~ e n d i x  C, Question 181, despite their problems with 
the technology. One third of the participants found value in the interaction 
with colleagues as well as in the leam-by-doing experiences (Amendix C, 
Question 11). It is also interesting to note that, as a staffdevelopment 
experience, learn-by-doing was identified by participants as one of their top 
three preferences with this distinction also being shared by self-study and 2 
to 3 day orientation workshops (Axmendïx C, Question 15). 

1 chose to limit the application of the community of practice stïictly to 
electronic correspondence, as encouraged by Oliver and Lake's hypothesis 
regarding use of the learner environment for staff development. This 
practice was more restrictive than the Wengeis community of practice theory 
and the participants found it too limiting CA~pendix C, Question 12). Upon 
reflection, given the ease with which participants could meet face-to-face, a 
more collaborative environment supporting a mixture of interaction styles 
and including a place to record results, outcomes and ideas using any 
preferred media would have been more appropriate for this group. 



5.2 Study Recommendations 

5.2.1 Computer-mediated Learning Design and Delivery 

1 am concemed that some participants in this projed may have corne away 
with the thought "that the rewards and recognition for the time and effort of 
preparing for teaching with technology were inadequate, and that face-to-face 
classroom instmction was the most effective way to teachn (Clark, 1992). My 
purpose in this projed was to help faculty become aware of the effort involved 
in working in an online environment and possibly extrapolate their 
experiences to  their own distance modules. Based on discussions with a 
number of faculty, some who were participants in this project and some who 
are in other programs, 1 recommend, with respect to distance education, the 
university consider appropriate compensation, the sharing of responsibilities 
with tutors, andlor the use of team-teaching techniques. 

In terms of making the online environment more Wendly, if the university is 
looking at service providers or s o h a r e  for the community of practice 
infrastructure, it is worth considering those where lurking can be tracked. 
This would enable the community to  identie and recognize d l  foms of 
participation and interest including those not as visible as message postings. 
For example, the system could track the number of times a message is read, 
and maintain audit trails of when people have entered the online 
environment and how long they stayed. This information could be accessible 
to everyone using the environment. 

5.2.2 Staff Development 

5.2.2.1 Make RRU Professional Developrnent fit the qualities of Covey's 
Quadrant Il 

1 recommend that staff development aim to be "important and not urgent." 
This means that specifïc time is set aside for faculty development and, during 
this time, distractions are minimized. One participant suggested that 
activities be held off-campus. 1 recommend that faculty be compensated for 
this time, as well as paid an ongoing allowance for contributing to the shared 
experience base whether their contributions are online or in print form. 



5.2.2.2 Approaches to Staff Development 

Three of the participants who are also distance module developers 
recommended a blend of face-to-face and distance learning activities. They 
suggested variations on one-day workshops before and after a structured 
distance learning experience (Axmendin C, Question 15). One proposal was 
that the initial workshop would be an orientation to help with module design 
and the final workshop would cover advanced techniques to help with module 
delivery. 

The other workshop approach suggested involved variations on two to three 
day intense workshops, blending hands-on and problem-based learning 
experiences with expert advice. 

5.2.2.3 Outcornes-based Faculty Assessrnent 

To be outcornes-driven means prior learning assessments can be conducted to 
determine the extent to which a faculty member needs to participate in staff 
development activities (e.g., as a participant, an instructor or a coach). 1 
recommend that the university identi& those competencies related to 
development and delivery of distance modules for both faculty and tutors, 
and assess whether demonstrating these competencies is a prerequisite or CO- 

requisite to being involved with RRU distance education delivery. 

5.2.2.4 Development of Certificate in Distance Education 

Another approach to staff development related to  outcornes-based faculty 
assessrnent is to consider a certificate program. 1 recommend that the 
university consider either developing a distance education program to meet 
its needs, or work in partnership with another institution to provide a 
certification program for faculty and tutors. Again, the university can 
determine whether this is a prerequisite or CO-requisite to being involved 
with RRU distance delivery. If it is a CO-requisite then design or delivery of a 
distance module could qualifg as the practicum portion of the certiiïcate 
program. 



5.2.3 Collaborative Work Environments 

5.2.3.1 Actively Seek Out Ways to Simplify the Technical Environment 

The technology environment for distance education at RRU is cornplex. 
Before a comection can be established between the off-campus student or 
faculty member and the university, a number of technological components 
have to be in perfect working order. In addition, configurations for software 
must d s o  be properly set up in order for a participant, learner or faculty, to 
contribute to an effectively in the distance environment. Dealing with 
communications networks and a multitude of desktop software and hardware 
configurations makes the task of supporting the distance environment 
onerous and problern-prone for the IT department. 

One approach to remedying this is to start simp-g components wherever 
possible. For example, the university should consider investigating cornputer 
devices using the Windows CE operating system. These inexpensive devices 
(less than $1,000) are aEordable enough to be given to students and faculty 
as part of their registration or contract arrangements and can be preset for 
connection to RRU. In addition, RRU could negotiate a contract with 
students' and faculty's Internet Service Providers (ISP) stipulating the ISP 
configuration be automatically loaded upon a user's first connection to  a 
provider. Simplmng or eliminating s o h a r e  loading and configuration 
setting, and minimizing complexity by limiting configuration changes could 
go a long way to reducing connection problems. 

At the time this paper was written, most Windows CE devices were half- 
screen-sized (240 by 640 pixels) or smaller, with the largest having Ml-size 
keyboards similar to notebook computers. One vendor with ever-evolving 
Windows CE products is NEC @tt~://www.nec.com). 

5.2.3.2 Leamercentred delivery is a partnership between those who facilitate 
distance programs and IT 

1 have a few suggestions related to improving the partnership between those 
who facilitate distance programs and the Information Technology 
department. Specifically, 1 recommend that: 

1. IT provide a faculty-specific electronic newsletter highlighting information 
of interest to this audience, such as planned outages, modules currently 



under development, training sessions offered, locations of sample 
material, and answers to fkequently asked questions. 

Program facilitators and IT jointly establish and articulate service levels 
(e-g. contact protocols, responsiveness, turnaround, and fkequency of 
failure expectations). IT needs to consider the degree to which facultg or 
tutors require different service levels than leamers, as a technical 
"outage" experienced by a facilitator can impact a whole class. 

Program facilitators and IT develop roles and detailed responsibilities for 
the online component of module development. This should include 
guidelines for web page layout or  provision of a template. 

IT should CO- that faculty are aware of the one number to cal1 when 
problems occur. 

5.2.3.3 Providing support as it happens: anticipating versus real life experience 

In some respects, this topic is about staff development, but in other respects, 
it is more about faculty collaboration. 1 spoke with some participants about a 
professional development program being more than just training events. The 
issue that came up was the extent to which people can leam by anticipating. 
In a workshop, one can get grounding in a topic but afier that, one still needs 
t o  be supported as they practice what was learned. With this in mind, my 
recommendation is that staff development include consideration of ongoing 
support and sharing, particularly for instructors located off-campus. 
Furthemore, there should be some mechanism in place making it possible 
for faculty to learn from the experiences of faculty and tutors who have gone 
before them. 

5.2.3.4 Need for a Distance Leamer Handbook from Information Technology 

The Information Technology d~partment7s current leamer handbook is great 
for on-campus computer users. It would be helpful to have an equivalent 
handbook for the distance user. IT has already standardized on a release of 
Netscape Navigator and the use of the Microsoft Internet semer as two 
reliable techniques for accessing discussion groups. A hûndbook that 
explained effective use of these environments would add tremendous value. 

One of the criticisms of this project was the use of confiicting and confusing 
terminology (e.g., the words "threads," 'keywords," and "conversations" were 



al1 used to describe the different ways of accessing the discussion groups) 
especially where people were using a mixture of both the on-campus system 
and the two remote techniques. The on-campus and distance handbooks 
should be synchronized so that the termindogy is consistently applied, or so 
that generic terms are used and mapped to the environment-specific terms. 



RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS 

6.1 Organization lmplementation 

6.1 -1 Cornputer-mediated Learning Design and Delivery 

I know of two programs a t  the university that have considered distance-only 
components, where a student might never meet face-to-face with faculty and 
fellow learners, and where their online experience is their &st contact with 
the university. I would suggest, given the experiences on this project, the 
University carefdy consider the support environment and training 
requirements for these learners before offering modules of this me. 
In terms of making the best use of staff time, there is a strong argument for 
the use of tutors and assistants to help facdty with such tasks as monitoring, 
encouragement, feedback, and coordination of technical problem resolution. 
This is a traditional solution with an interesting twist in the online 
environment. The twist is faculty need to find a way to collaborate with their 
assistants in the delivery of the course. 1 expand on this in Section 6.1.3 on 
Organization Implementation, Collaborative Work Environments. 

6.1.2 Staff Development 

1 believe that the results of this project should influence the design of 
professional development for the university as a whole as well as within each 
individual program. In particular, the strategy should accommodate a 
variety of personal learning styles and make effective use of staff time. 1 now 
see staff development requiring two foci: learning design and delivery, and 
effective collaboration with peers, assistants and learners in online 
environments. 

6.1.3 Collaborative Work Environments 

It is now very clear to me that the online environment requires quite 
different skills than the face-to-face environment for people to collaborate 
successfidly. Yes, to a great extent, the technical environment can help or 
hinder one's success. However, 1 now believe successful online collaboration 
requires people to develop skills with virtual teams. 1 believe this requires a 
whole set of competencies where people demonstrate their ability to 
communicate in quite different ways when they cannot depend on the 
familiar visual and auditory cues present in a face-to-face environment. 



This change in communication s@le is quite a shift for many people. 1 recall 
one participant telling me she could tell if someone understood her 
instructions or teaching just by the expression on their face. In the virt;uaI 
environment, more onus is on the leamer to actively seek clarification and 
communicate understanding. In some ways, this is an extra emphasis on 
taking personal responsibility for one's own learning. This shiR has 
kemendous implications for personal communications and one's expectations 
of others. 

1 have described the impact on the leamer-instructor relationship. Jmt 
imagine the impact on the relationship between peers. Individuals need to 
participate actively in order to be truly heard. In a computer-mediated 
environment, collaborators need to see people's concerns in writing rather 
than depend on body language and tone of voice. Communication patterns 
need to change dramatically. Moreover, to make best use of tirne, people 
need tofind ways to make their words count, Say more with less, and, given 
the characteristics of asynchronous communications, resolve issues 
straightforwardly in as few interactions as possible. 

Some people, including the participants, have suggested that 
videoconferencing is the solution to overcoming the limitations of the 
cornputer-mediated environment. When 1 speak to business people who use 
videoconferencing regularly, they tell me the screen resolution is insufficient 
to notice subtle visual cues and they never know who is in the room but off 
camera. 

I believe the university and faculty must find ways to understand the 
different skills and communication patterns required in the online 
environment in order to be successful distance educators, to be successful 
including faculty fkom across the country and around the world, and to lead 
the way in distance education innovation. 



6.2 Future Research 

6.2.1 Cornputer-mediated Learning Design and Delivery 

1 believe the faculty can apply action research in th& own growth and 
development. For instance, at the end of each year, faculty could refiect on 
their own distance learning experience and make suggestions for 
improvement. They could also build on refiections of earlier faculty teams as 
they plan module development and delivery. For example, if a fat* 
member implemented an idea proposed by another faculty member, he or she 
should evaluate the resdts and make them available to either their own 
program or all programs at the university. 

6.2.2 Staff Development 

The university needs to develop a list of cornpetencies for distance education 
instructors and tutors, as well as a way to test effectiveness of individuals 
(e.g., conduct a prior learning assessrnent for new instructors and tutors). 
Research to determine what scafTolding or supports would be suitable for 
staff who are new to the distance enviconment should also be considered. For 
example, if faculty team members are u n f d a r  with o n h e  leaming 
designs, samples for viewing and practise may have some value. In order to 
gain experience with online teamwork, it may be valuable to form small 
teams of experienced and less experienced people to work through 
straightforward issues or module development online. 

6.2.3 Collaborative Work Environments 

I believe the community of practice concepts have value in helping faculty 
and the university explore the skills required for effective online and 
distance collaboration. Until I began reflecting on my experiences with this 
project, 1 had not M y  intemahed the nature of the shift required to be 
successfid in this environment. The shift requires dealing with the very 
valid objections the participants in this project had with respect to the online 
environment but not necessarily looking for a technological solution. Part of 
the solution must corne hom changed communication patterns. 1 believe 
research on virtual teams holds the key. I comment further on this in 
Section 7.1.3 on Research Lessons Leamed, Collaborative Work 
Environmenb. 



7. LESSONS LEARNED 

7.1 Research Lessons Learned 

7.1.1 Cornputer-mediated Leaming Design and Defivery 

As mentioned earlier, the module content shifted fkom the original 
Environment and Management program design in the summer of 1997, to a 
more applied focus in the fd. In retrospect, 1 should have taken more time 
to understand the implications of this shift, as there were a number of times 
throughout the project where the shift in fmus caused confusion. For 
example, at the beginning of the project, it looked like all distance modules 
codd be based on a plain text, monospaced discussion group format. As the 
project progressed, however, participants started giving thought to other 
forms of communication such as video clips, web pages, diagrams, and 
formulae. 1 did not believe that  1 could incorporate these ideas into my 
project, while remaining at  a distance, because the use of discussion groups 
as a communication and decision-making mechanism was still evolving. 1 
think that at  the time we were ninning into these issues, approximately four 
weelcs into the project, facilkation should have occurred to codhm the value 
of the project as origindy conceived. 

7.1.2 Staff Development 

1 had no experience with how quickly individuals could move through the 
CBAM stages and the stages of Levels of Use. Reading the literature gave 
me few clues as to appropriate expectations for this group. As 1 now reflect 
on the cognitive implications of each stage of the CBAM, 1 realize for the Grst 
time through the cycle, additional t h e  would have to be afforded 
participants to allow them to assimilate information, practise SU learned, 
and reflect on this practice. 1 suspect that variations on the same innovation 
(e.g., hierarchical discussion group dialogue evolving to a multi-way 
discussion group dialogue) may actually result in some time reductions. 
However, 1 now agee  with the CBAM experts (Hall and Louch, 1978) who 
recommend testing every six rnonths to a year. 1 believe this is more realistic 
than m y  original plan to test a t  the beginning and end of every three months. 
On the other hand, Levels of Use changes should conthue to be measured 
every three months, as changes could be s i m c a n t  in this period, as they 
were on this project. 



To the CBAM i n t e ~ e w s ,  1 would add questions that would help the 
researcher better understand what was meant by "time effectiveness," and 
help the researcher to uncover its meaning for each participant. This was a 
key need that 1 should have explored carefblly in order to more appropriately 
target activities and the evolution of the environment. 

1 believe that 1 learned more fiom working at a distance than had 1 tried to 
simulate the distance experience in a face-to-face situation. The important 
learning that took place concerned understanding the rate dialogue builds 
within asynchronous cornrnunication. Within tnie asynchronous 
communication, the dialogue c a n  actually build quite slowly, largely due to 
current technology constraints (e.g., dia1 modem connections) and people's 
unavailability. 1 expect the results would be Merent if everyone were 
permanently connected to the network (e.g., through cable "modems", 
dedicated telephone lines, or local area networks). 1 believe if training was 
solely conducted in the RRU Learning Resource Centre, learners would only 
experience near-synchronous communication rather than true asynchronous 
communication. 

When 1 started, 1 was not sure to what extent there would be a change 
management issue to deal with on this project. Specifïcally, would 
participants be welcoming the distance environment with open arms, o r  were 
they wary and need to be persuaded of the value? It tunis out that 
participants actually fell into both camps, and a whole range of positions in 
betïrreen. Had the timing of the CBAM interviews been different, I may have 
understood this earlier. 1 discuss this further in Section 7.1.4, Research 
Design. 

7.1.3 Collaborative Work Environments 

The most important lesson 1 learned was t o  build the learning community 
online est .  As a group, the participants were just starting t o  form a 
iearning comrnunity in the face-to-face environment. 1 missed an opportunity 
to recreate this environment online before moving forward with learn-by- 
doing activities. 

Continuing on the learning community theme, it is also important t o  build, or 
rebuild if applicable, tnist in the online environment. 1 discovered how 
dinicult this is to do when one needs everyone to be connected and to start 
communicating before one can pull things together. It is cWicult to reach 
people when you count on people being able to f b d  tirne and connect in order 



to read your material online. 1 dennitely feel that a more gradua1 movement 
from face-to-face contact with a simulated distance environment, to a Ml- 
distance environment, would have been a better approach to take with this 
group. 

As 1 was writing up m y  research results, a very timely briefing appeared in 
Harvard Business Review (Coutu, 1998). It reported on research conduded 
by Jarvenpaa and Leidner that studied the development of trust in 29 virtual 
teams. Team members had never met face-to-face and members were 
distributed around the globe. 

Researchers, in this study, compared how trust evolves in face-to-face 
environments to that of the virtual team. In traditional environments, 
development of trust moves £kom "detemence-based trust" where "team 
members do what they Say they will do simply because they fear they will be 
punished if they don't" (Coutu, 1998, p.21). The next stage is "knowledge- 
based trust'' where members k o w  his or her teammates well enough to 
predict their behaviour with confidence" (p.21). The h a 1  stage is 
"identification-based trust" "built on empathy and shared values; members 
are able t o  put themselves in their teammates' placen (p.21). 

What happened in the virtud team situation? Researchers found the 
evolution of trust was quite dinerent. Although the virtual teams studied 
exhibited one of the three stages, trust was established, or not, during early 
team formation making the e s t  interactions critical. 'The researchers found 
the teams with the highest levels of trust tended to share three traits. First, 
they began their interactions with a series of social messages -- introducing 
themselves and providing some personal background - before focusing on the 
task a t  hand. The initial period of electronic 'courtship,' as the researchers 
cal1 it, appears to be particularly important in establishing knowledge-based 
trust. Second, they set clear roles for each team member. Assigning each 
member a particular task enabled each of them to identify with one another, 
forging a foundation for identification-based trust. The third hallmark of the 
trusting team had to do with attitude: team members consistently displayed 
eagerness, enthusiasm, and an intense action orientation in al1 their 
messages. 'One pessimist has the potential to undermine an entire virtual 
team,' says Jarvenpaa" (Coutu, 1998, p.21). 

These research results and my own experiences have made me aware that 
the virtual environment, and the skills required to be successfid, are quite 
different fkom those required in a face-to-face environment. 1 believe each of 



us can choose to develop o u .  virtual skills or continue to find ways to make 
the virtual environment feel more like the face-to-face environment. 

7.1.4 Research Design 

7.1.4.1 Criticism of Research Design 

As 1 reflected on m y  experiences, wise counsel reminded me that faculty are a 
"tough audience". As educators, they have expectations of their leaniing 
experiences that I clearly, in some cases, did not defiver. The demand for 
relevance (A~pendix C, Question 16,25%, and Question 17,57%) reinforces 
this. In addition to "concems", and "time effectiveness", there was a need t o  
meet specific outcomes. In my design, there was Iittle room for these later 
needs regarding outcomes to be articulated. 1 had planned to solicit them 
online, but when this clearly was not going to work, 1 should have solicited 
them by some other means. 

7.1.4.2 Proactive versus Reactive in Research Design 

My use of the terms "proactive" and "reactive" could have been problematic. 
Knowles (1990) considers a reactive learning environment to be one that 
"conditions the student to respond to the teacher's stimuli; the initiative in 
the transaction is almost wholly in the teacher; the role of the student is to 
react" (p. 209). To Knowles, the proactive perspective is one where the 
Yeamer takes initiative; teachers are not as omnipresent" (p. 209). 

An interesting aspect of this project was my attempt to shape the online 
environment as the participants' needs changed. This included redesigning 
web pages for clarity, providing better instructions for activities, and 
arranging for the creation of new discussion groups. In these cases, the 
participants were defining their online environment in a proactive way. 
However, to accommodate this, 1 chose to be "reactive" in a planning sense 
and wait for input from the CBAM interviews before making any signincant 
changes. 

Once the CBAM interviews were complete, in order to respond within a 
reasonable timeframe, the technology support people had to be highly 
reactive on short notice, ofken deeting the* other commitments. On 
reflection, it would have been better to negotiate up front with the technology 
support group on such issues as timing? roles, and responsibilities. While 
they "came through" for me, even despite additional technical problems that 1 



introduced, it required "crisis heroism" on their part (Senge et al., 1994, 
p.138): part of a destructive "quick fix" vicious cycle systems loop. Knowing 
the technology support areays desire to move towards ISO 9000 formalisms, 
hture research designs should support this initiative, not undermine it, as 
m y  approach did. 

7.1 -4.3 Timing of the initial activities including the first CBAM interviews 

It would have been better had 1 conducted the first CBAM interviews with 
each participant in the time between the training session and the project 
kickoff meeting or, at the latest, immediately following the project kickoff 
meeting. Holding these telephone interviews three to six weeks &er the 
kickoff meeting and afker participants had experienced their initial online 
discussion, resulted in my proceeding without a good understanding of the 
needs of the individual participants. 

In my onginal design, it was my desire to do the i n t e ~ e w s  after training 
and some initial online discussion experience had taken place, as 1 thought 
participants would have difEculty understanding what 1 was talking about. 1 
was trying to follow Kolb's (1984) adult education principles, where providing 
an initial experience can be a useful lead into a learning loop. In actuality 
though, at the time of the kickoff meeting, participants had not yet had their 
training, and very few had had any distance education experience. 

1 am an individual who prefers to  balance task and relationship foci (Johnson 
and Johnson, 1997, p.203) in my work. When 1 reflect on projects 1 have been 
involved with during my career, 1 remember times when 1 have had to let go 
of this balance and face making a choice between focusing on timelines or 
taking the time to listen. Due to the late start of this project, 1 felt a fair 
degree of time pressure and therefore chose to move forward with a task 
focus. I made this choice, despite the fact that the CBAM methodology 
recommended contacting participants first (a relationship-focused activiw) 
before starting any action plan. 

When 1 conducted the fht  CBAM telephone interviews three weeks after the 
start of the project, 1 was amazed at the individual needs expressed. Upon 
further analysis, the thoughts expressed were not dependent on technical 
training in a specific distance education technology or  environment. My 
assumption that 1 would hear CBAM Level O or 1 concerns before training 
and other levels of concern after training was incorrect. In fact, it would have 
been better to do the interviews up front and sirnultaneously take advantage 



of the relationship-building aspects of this exercise. My decision to simulate 
a distance education situation by being located in another province after the 
initial kickoff meeting also hampered relationship-building with participants. 

In my original design, I had planned to have people use the online 
environment to communicate their needs and concems with respect to the 
project. Upon reflection, it was measonable to expect people to get 
cornfortable with the technology, resolve any comection problems, and 
express their concerns and needs online within the first few weeks of the 
project. Rather than have participants use the public forum to do this, it 
would have been far better to hold private interviews with participants and 
listen to their concerns and needs. 

7.1.4.4 Gratuitous Use of Technology 

1 spent a considerable amount of time examining a number of organizations 
as potential sponsors for this major project before settling on the opportunity 
at Royal Roads University. 1 was looking for an organization that had a need 
to communicate and share ideas, and was willing to experiment with an 
online forum. In the situations where I decided not to proceed, rny concern 
was a situation where there might be gratuitous use of technology (i.e., using 
"technology for technology's sake"). 

1 was looking for situations where the online environment supported an 
individual's intrinsic motivation. "Al1 human beings, said Dr. Deming, are 
born with "intrinsic motivation": an inner drive to learn, to take pride in 
their work, to experiment, and to improve" (Senge et al., 1994, p.37). The 
participants in this project had intrinsic motivation, but this project and the 
online environment did not support its manifestation. As rnentioned earlier 
in this paper, due to  the participants' physical proximitsf to one another, they 
had other easier and more convenient methods of communication at their 
disposal. Therefore, the use of technology in this situation was gratuitous. 



7.2 Program Lessons Leamed 

1 have described how 1 have demonstrated s p d c  cornpetencies for the 
Leadership and Training program at Royal Roads later in this section. These 
are the highlights: 

7.2.1 Unconsciously lncompetent 

1 think u11tilI was involved with this project, 1 had no idea of the 
complexities of team development fiom a distance, and the steps to take to 
achieve it. 1 see this as a tremendous challenge and believe that some or all 
of the members should have this ski11 as a prerequisite to involvement with a 
Community of Practice. Individual team-building components became 
clearer to me throughout the project (i-e., what 1 needed to know and 
understand). 

Although 1 had done a great deal of reading, I realize now that 1 lacked true 
understanding. It took a project like this to help me understand the real 
implications of some of the issues about which 1 had read. 

1 found Kemmis and McTaggart's (1988) discussion of "discourse" interesting. 
They encourage one to think about situations where people use a word or 
phase but do not understand what it tnily means or its ramifications. A good 
example of this for me is the phrase Yeam by doing." On paper and 
concep tually, it makes a great deal of sense. However. providing and 
facilitating an environment where this occurs is quite a challenge. 

7.2.2 Unconsciously (or Subconsciously) Competent 

This project highlighted m y  personal cornpetence for developing one-on-one, 
trust-based relationships. The 360-degree feedback from the &st residency 
of mg program also revealed other areas where 1 was unconsciously 
competent. This project enabled me to "relearn" some of the things where 1 
already ' k e w "  what to do. For example, 1 made unconscious choices in m g  
project design related to ethics andintegrity, such as "do no h m , "  that 1 can 
now better appreciate. 



7.2.3 Benefits of Action Research and Major Project Design 

1 have really enjoyed applying the action research approach to my major 
project. For me, the biggest ben&t of this approach has been the 
opportuaity to slow down, stand back, and pay attention, both during and 
after the action research Acting phases. 

I am looking forward to continuing to explore the field of distance education 
and continue to experiment with the implications of education principles 
such as those espoused by Holt and Gismondi: 

'The learner should not be taught but rather, provided guidance with new 
technologies for learning. 
Learners should be given a structure to guide them in the 1ea-g 
process. 
Learning should be situated within the context of real projects, real tools. 
Learning should be a collaborative process which can be facilitated by 
cornputer mediated co11i111unications. 
Learning should be able to occur at the time and place of the leamer's 
choice." 
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APPENDIX A: ENVIRONMENT AND MANAGEMENT "FACULlY 
LOUNGE" WEB PAGES 

A.l: Initial Design 

Single web page with: 

Royal Roads University banner and title of program 
the purpose of the page 
a list of Environment and Management Staff and Faculty with names 
hyperlinked for e-mail access 
a list of discussion groups showing title and shortcut for access: 

Faculty General Discussion Group (Public Folders 1 W S c E M  1 
Faculty Lounge) 
Test Discussion Group (Public Folders / ïKAMScEM / test 
discussion) 
Develovrnent of Distributed Learniw Resources (Public Folders / 
W S c E M  / Distance Ed Deueloprnent) 
Theon to Practice (Public Folclers / MAMScEM / Theory to 
Pract ice) 

and a list of resources as follows: 
Web Mail 
Favourite Sites on the Internet 
Quotable Quotes 
Reader's Corner 
Faculty Web Chat Lounge 



112: Revised Design 

Royal Roads University banner and title of program 
the purpose of the page 
a list of Environment and Management Staff and Faculty with names 
hyperlinked for e-mail access 
a list of discussion groups as follows: 

Discussion Title 

Application of 
Antioch Universitv 
Experiences to RRU 

Textbooks and 

Resources 

Learninn Design 
Scenarios 

Theory to Practice 

Development of 
Distributed Learning 
Resources 

h t p o s e  

This structured discussion examines the 
Cornstock and Fox article one section per 
week. Open to all. Please review the posting 
guidelines before participating. Substantive 
contributions only (or be flamed). 

An unmoderated discussion on the single 
topic of textbook and scienmc electronic 
journal reviews and recommendations. S tart 
threads with the name of the course or 
component to which the materiai applies. 
Open to dl. 

Highly structured small gmup assignments to 
experiment with different designs. Please 
see the guidelines before participating. Only 
volunteers who have signed up should 
participate. AU others may observe. 

Owner needs some help coming up with 
good case studies for her ethical dilemmas. 
Open to all. See welcome note for 
guidelines. 
This is an ongoing discussion open to ail. As 
significant topics are identified, new 
discussion groups, possibly with associated 
tasks, will be formed. 

Cmently on hold. Open to aU. Participants 
will be notified of the next meeting and its 
agenda via ernail. 

Learning Design 

Structured 
Seminar 

Structu red 
LRarning 
Partnership 

Structured 
Student 
Workgroup 

Learnirrg 
Partnership 
(moderated by 
owner) 

Large Group 
Discussion 

Online 
Mee ting/Sem in a r 
with Chair 

1 This discussion was originally given the first name of the owner. 



and a list of resources as follows: 

Web Mail 

Favourite Sites on 
the Intemet 

Ouotable Quotes 

Reader's Corner 

Faculty Web Chat 
Lounge 

Access to your Microsoft Exchange email Infornul Peer 
account across the web! Interaction 

Share your Internet site addresses. Save your Anonymous 
colleagues the annoyance of locating your Resource 
brilliant reference in a discussion group. Sha ring 
Open to all. 

Share your favourite sayings or quotes fÎom Anonymous 
authors. Open to all. Znfotmal Peer 

Interaction 

Print resources you recommend to others. Anorzymo~is 
Open to aii. You choose whether or not to be Znfomal Peer 
anonyrnous. Interaction 

Open to all. Let your hair down here. - 
Humour, irreverence and chit chat welcome ! 
Test out your "icebreaker" ideas. Watch out Infomal 
- you cannot be anonymoiis! Do you think Interaction 
this type of interaction helps with community 
building? 
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APPENDIX B: CONCERNS BASED ADOPTION MODEL SCORING 

1 used a five-point male to reflect the concems of the group according to the 
Hall and Loucks (1978) model. The table below shows the result afker the 
CBAM interviews were completed. 

Table B.l- Particants' Concerns 

O: Awareness 

(no concern about 
innovation) 

1 : Informational 

(would like to know more 
about innovation) 

2: Personal 

(concemed about impact on 
self) 
-- 

3: Management 

(concerned about time 
demands) 

4: Consequence 

(concerned about impact on 
students) 

5: Collaboration 

(wants to work with others 
regarding use) 

6: Refocusing 

(introduces better ideas and 
alternatives) 

Of 
g reat 

concern 

Of 
greatest 
concern 

There was no difEerence between the profiles of the entire group of 
participants and those faculty responsible for upcoming distance modules. 



Remember, the participants could be classified in a number of ways, 
including core faculty and contract faculty, classroom and distance 
instructors, and program administrators and instructors. 

Through observation of participants' use of the online environment, I derived 
the Level of Use (Hall et al., 1975) assessment shown in the table, below. 

Table B.l- Particants7 Level of Use 

Level II 1 Preparation (getting ready for first use) 1 

Level IVA Routine (has achieved mastery) 

-- - -  - - - 

Level I 

Level IVB 1 Refinement (varies use to produce different outcornes for 1 

- - -- -- 

Orientation (information seeking) 

different client groups) 

Level V 1 lntegration (working with colleagueç to impact al1 clients in 1 
1 their target group) 

Level VI  1 Renewal (introduces better ideaç and alternatives) 1 1 



APPENDIX C: FINAL QUESTIONNAIRE 

Twelve responses to  the final questionnaire were received. Not all questions 
were answered by all respondents. 

1. Training: Did you attend the Information Technology training 
session in October? 

11-12 
17% No 
83% Yes 

2. Did you have difFiculty remembering what you had Iearned or 
tramferring the training back to your office or home 
environment? 

n=12 
17% No difnculty at all 
41% To some extent 
17% To a great extent 
8% Couldn't remember a thing - Susan's note: participant was 

unable to get system working on return to office 
17% No response 

3. Did you receive any other training or help? 

Referred to Susan Gardner's note sent in November about 
Netscape short cuts 
Someone fkom Information Technology gave me some one-on-one 
help 
Other: No other training received -- worked on own 
Other: Successfully used RRU Microso£t Windows 95 Handbook 
A colleague gave me a one-on-one tutorial 
No response 



4. How did you try to access the Web Page and Discussion Groups? 

n=12 (multiple responses possible) 
42% RRU Office System 
17% MicrosoR Internet Explorer 
67% Netscape Navigator 
8% Microsofk News 
8% Other: unable to load Netscape Navigator at home (diskette 

problem) 

5. Which of the following were you able to successfully access right 
af ter the training session? 

n=12 (multiple responses possible) 
67% Web page 
58% Discussion groups 
17% Quotable quotes 
17% Web Chat 
17% Reader's Corner 
17% Favourite Sites on the Internet 

6. In early December, the web page moved. Which of the following 
were you able to successfully access after that tirne? 

n=12 (multiple responses possible) 
75% Web page 
58% Discussion groups 
33% Quotable quotes 
33% Web Chat 
25% Reader'sCorner 
33% Favourite Sites on the Internet 



7. Did any of the folIowing technology glitches occur? 

n=12 (multiple responses possible) 
58% RRU system unavailable 
58% able to get to web page but not discussion groups 
50% unable to comect to discussion group fiom home 
42% RRU system slow to respond 
8% "links" (underlined blue text) in discussion group messages 

didn't work 
8% personal cornputer failme 
8% used Internet Explorer at home (rather than Netscape 

Navigator) so could not connect 

8. What did you learn about distance education issues and 
discussion groups h m  this experience? 

Summary of Comments 
n=12 (individual comments covered more than one or  more categories) 

saw drawbacks to discussion groups (including: technical 
problems, time to participate, need for motivation) 
gained understanding of leamer's perspective (including: 
recognized need to test out with students while they are on 
campus and before distance semester begins; wondered how 
complex online discussion could be compared to face to face) 
awareness of module design issues 
awareness of staff development issues 
saw benefits to  discussion groups (including: everybody able to 
participate on own schedule) 
nothing 

9. What influenced your participation in the discussion groups? 
Participation counts as posting messages and reading messages 
('1urking"). Susan has statistics on posting messages but not on 
lurking, so if you were a lurker, you could help her out and 
mention it here! If you had any concerns about posting messages, 
you could mention that here too. 



n=12 
25% Primarily posted but did some lurking 
33% Primarily lurked but did some posting 
9% Lurker only 
33% Did not participate 

Summary of Comments 
n=12 (individual comments covered more than one or more categories) 
25% Critical of purposefihess of exercise -- negatively impacted 

participation 
17% Time lurking (reading other's messages) negatively impacted 

time available to contribute 
17% Curiousity positively impacted participation 
8% Technical problems negatively impacted participation 
8% Concems about privacy negatively impacted participation 
33% No response 

10. Did the timing of this experience influence the degree to which 
you participated? For instance, if this three month experience 
had occurred at a different time, would it have been better for 
you? What time would have been better (if applicable)? 

Siimmarv of Comments 
n=ll (individual comments covered more than one or more categories) 
45% Another time (times specified included: February, early Fall, 

when not prep'ing or teaching, doser to course delivery, 
summer) 

27% No preferred t h e  (too busy) 
9% Exercise was irrelevant to needs. Not planning to be distance 

educator. 
9% Would have made time if relevance of exercise was clearer 
9% Better time would have been when facule coping with actual 

problems rather than anticipating problems 

11.Susan's idea of %ommunity of practicetl was to give you a 'learn by 
doinf experience rather than structured training sessions. Do 
you think this idea has any usefulness for you? Think longer term 
than just this three month experience. 



28% None: 
prefer learning fkom expert with handouts and print manuals to 
take away and use as reference 
experience didn't achieve "community of practice" -- needed shared 
tasbs 
experience not practical enough 

36% Some: 
prefer a balance of structured training and hands on experience 
(Susan's note: this was a comment by one person for this category 
and is not necessarily representative of all respondents) 

36% A great deal: 
experience matched preferred learning style of learn-by-doing 
experience showed that technology could be used to interact with 
CO-workers 
will work better when first students begin in program and pressing 
topics motivate participation 
experience helped show potential benefits and problems because 
actually used technology 

12.Do you think restricting the "community of practice" to just 
electronic correspondence (e-mail, web page and discussion group 
postings) is too Iimiting? 

n=12 
17% No response 
17% Don't know 
25% No 
41% Yes (comments included suggesting face to face seminars at 

start and conversations between participants during 
early, steep learaiflg cunre) 

13.h her proposal, Susan was looking for an experience that would 
not take any additional staff time. That meant looking for 
opportunities to move some face to face activities online. Did you 
i b d  the electronic version of a face to face activity to be a tirne 
saver (for example, the online one week meeting held in 
November)? 



a-12 
17% No response 
8% Not applicable 

non-participant 
67% No 

level of participation through posting was too low - don't 
know what  lurkers think 
no access to  non-verbal communication (e-g. facial 
expressions and body language) 
took too long to  read and review all the messages 
needed an agenda 
may have been too early to  try online meeting -- people still 
learning how to communicate and interact online, and 
overcome technical problems 

8% Maybe 
currently face to face meetings have higher priority than 
web-based interaction even though face to  face may be more 
timeconsuming 

0% Yes 

14.h a facilitator, Susan tried to do all her interaction at a distance 
to simulate a distance instructor working with distance students. 
Would you have been helped by a different contact with Susan 
during the project? 

n=9 n=8 
By phone: By group e-mail: 

11% less contact 13% less contact 
55% contact was just right 50% contact was just right 
34% more contact 37% more contact 

n=9 n=8 
In person (face to face): By personal e-mail: 

11% less contact 0% less contact 
55% contact was just right 87% contact was just ~ g h t  
34% more contact 13% more contact 



15.Please rank the folIowing (you can add your own ideas and 
include them in the ranking too) methods of receiving basic 
training in distance education issues for you. Use "1" for the most 
preferred and 'Y' for second most preferred, etc. 

n=10 (respondents provided ranking for between one and six responses. 
Only the top three choices are shown including "other" representing 
respondents own ideas) 

Basic Training Method 

work on own at own schedule using self- 
study material (20 hours) 

a "leam by doing" experience 

2 - 3 day on-campus orientation workshop 
prior to module development 

2 - 3 day on-campus problem-based learning 
experience with other facule 

series of weekly half day workshops on 
campus (for six weeks) 

structured course delivered at  a distance 
over six to 12 weeks 
-- 

Other: combination of t w o  or three half day 
sessions and electronic discussion groups 

Other: 2 day phased orientation with one 
day on campus workshop to introduce 
concepts and provide initial training. Put 
practice discussion groups in place. One day 
workshop afker module development and 
prior to delivery to go over advanced 
techniques (face-to-face in computer lab) 

Other: one half day workshop at beginning, 
one half day workshop close to end, 
structured course delivered at a distance 

Other: formal, extemal training session off- 
campus 



16.What was your greatest hstration during this experience? 

Summarv of Comments 

Time 
Relevance: to role in Environment and Management program 
(Susan's note: not al l  participants were instructors for the 
distance semesters) 
Safety: unsure of who was lurking, what they thought and how 
individual contributions would be used. (Susan's note: this was 
both a speeinc comment about the experience itself and a 
general comment about the technical environment) 
Technology: getting connected 

17.What suggestions for improvement do you have that would 
increase the value of this type of experience for you in the future? 

Summarv of Comments 
n=7 
57% Increase relevance and practicality; add expert content and 

carefU1ly define terminology at beginning 
29% Troubleshoot technical problems faster; advertise shortcuts (e.g. 

mail forwarding) to link facdty member's Internet provider with 
RRU 

14% Make part of university professional development 

18.Do you think there is any value to you to continuhg to work with 
and develop the "Community of practice" idea with your 
colleagues in the future (without the watchful eye of a graduate 
student)? 

n=12 
38% No response 
12% No 
50% Yes (Comments include: as gain experience with distance 

module delivery, usefùlness will increase) 




